The continuing challenge of understanding and preventing neural tube defects
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Introduction

Human birth defects remain a major public health burden, with CDC estimates showing that 1 of every 33 US newborns present with a birth defect. Worldwide, the estimate approaches 6% of all births—some 7.9 million infants. Among the most common and debilitating of human birth defects are those affecting the formation of the neural tube, the precursor to the central nervous system. While some birth defects can be repaired surgically with little long-term effect on the patient, neural tube defects (NTDs) are debilitating, even after surgical repair. Despite the fact that NTDs pose life-long challenges for patients, their families, and societies as a whole, research into their etiologies has lagged far behind that of other diseases.

NTDs are a multifactorial disorder, arising from a complex combination of genetic and environmental interactions, and while we are only now beginning to understand the etiologies of NTDs, two significant advances have been made in their prevention and treatment. First, it is widely known that taking folic acid (FA) during child-bearing years can significantly reduce a woman’s risk of having a baby with an NTD (1). Second, recent studies have demonstrated that in utero repair of spina bifida significantly improves patient outcomes (2). In spite of these advances, we have only just begun to tackle the problem of NTDs. For example, 20 years after mandated folate fortification in the US, NTD rates remain unacceptably high, and in fact, we understand little about the mechanism by which folate acts on NTDs. Likewise, even after successful repair, NTD patients still suffer wide-ranging neurological problems. Thus, despite these widely reported advances, NTDs continue to present a major public health burden afflicting 1 in 2000 births in the US, and significantly more births in developing areas such as China and Latin America.

Here, we review the process of neural tube development and how defects in this process lead to NTDs. We discuss both human NTDs and the ways in which animal studies are providing new insights. We focus on recent important findings and highlight unanswered questions: How effective is FA in preventing NTDs? What is the molecular basis of FA action? What genes determine susceptibility to NTDs? Finally, we discuss strategies that could build upon
our current understanding to lessen the personal and societal burdens that accompany these serious malformations.

**NTDs are a problem of embryology**

NTDs arise as a defect in embryonic development. During embryogenesis, the central nervous system normally develops first as a flat sheet of cells that subsequently rolls up and fuses shut to form the hollow central nervous system (Fig. 1; Fig. 2A). NTDs arise when this process of neural tube closure (NTC) is disrupted (Fig. 2B). As discussed below, cellular changes that drive NTC and the molecular mechanisms that control them are largely conserved from humans and mice to birds and amphibians. Indeed, decades of work in animal models have established a comprehensive framework for the developmental processes that underlie NTC (3–6).

**NTDs: Not one disease, but many**

While often lumped into a single category, NTDs actually encompass a wide array of morphologically distinct malformations, and this heterogeneity is a central but generally misunderstood aspect of the phenotype. In general, failure of NTC is associated with defects in the overlying bony structures (i.e., cranial vault and neural arches) such that neural tissue is exposed. Consequently, most defects of primary NTC are often referred to as open NTDs. There are also a number of closed or skin-covered, conditions that involve the neural tube, though essentially nothing is known about their etiology. Among the open NTDs, further finer classifications must be made based upon vertebral location and extent of the defect.

NTDs restricted to the cranial regions are referred to as anencephaly (Fig. 1C). This invariably lethal condition is characterized by absence of the cranial vault and severe defects in the cerebral hemispheres. The cerebellum is usually absent and the brain stem may be hypoplastic. NTDs restricted to the caudal portion of the neural tube are referred to generally as spina bifida (meningomyelocele)(Fig. 1C). More prevalent than anencephaly, this condition is associated with defects in the neural arches, through which meninges and spinal cord tissue protrude. The majority of fetuses with meningomyeloceles are live born, and with proper treatment, survival to adulthood is common. Failure of NTC over the entire body axis, called craniorachischisis (Fig. 1C), is also lethal but is relatively rare.

**Epidemiology of human NTDs**

Prevalence of open NTDs has varied over time and geography. Prevalence in the US is ~1/2000, but in neighboring Mexico is significantly higher (7). NTDs are etiologically complex, and both genetic and environmental risk factors have been proposed. In terms of genetic underpinnings, monozygotic twinning and single gene disorders have long been associated with NTDs (8). Numerous studies have explored a variety of candidate gene pathways (reviewed in (9)), such as the folate/1-methyl carbon metabolic pathway (10, 11), glucose metabolism/transport (9), DNA repair (12), oxidative stress pathway (9), retinoic acid receptors (13), and the WNT/Planar Cell Polarity (PCP) signaling network (14). In a following section, we discuss animal studies that are shedding new light on genetic factors that govern NTC. However, it is crucial to note that the population burden of human NTDs thus far explained by known genetic polymorphisms remains quite small, a fact that almost certainly reflects the relatively modest amount of research effort in this area, rather than the importance of genetic factors in NTDs. Indeed, no large-scale NTD-focused genomic discovery project (GWAS, exome sequencing, etc.) has yet been published.

The key role that environment plays in NTD etiology is highlighted by the important impact of maternal nutrition, specifically folate intake. Both observational studies and randomized
Trials have provided evidence that FA reduces the risk of NTD-affected pregnancies (1, 15). However, 30–50% of NTDs are not folate preventable, and other environmental factors must also be considered (1). Amongst the most notable environmental risk factors for NTDs are maternal pregestational insulin-dependent diabetes (16) and maternal prepregnant obesity (17), as well as maternal use of specific anticonvulsant drugs, including valproic acid (18).

**Diagnosis, Treatment and Outcome**

Individuals with spina bifida can survive with appropriate medical treatment, generally surgical repair soon after birth (19). Screening to identify pregnant women at risk for carrying NTD-affected fetuses can be achieved by evaluation of maternal serum alpha-fetoprotein levels, amniocentesis, and ultrasound imaging (20). Such screening is particularly important because a recent randomized trial showed that in utero repair of spina bifida improved patient outcomes in terms of improved motor function/ambulation and mental development compared to those receiving surgery post-partum (2). Moreover, only 40% of infants receiving in utero surgery required a ventriculo-peritoneal shunt at 12 months of age, compared with 82% of infants receiving postnatal surgery (2).

However, even after treatment (in utero or postnatally), individuals with spina bifida remain at elevated risk for nervous system malformations, including hydrocephalus and skull malformations that press the brain downward into the spinal canal. Lower extremity weakness and paralysis, sensory loss, and bowel and bladder dysfunction are also common. Individuals with spina bifida are also at risk for a range of orthopedic abnormalities including clubfoot, contractures, hip dislocation, scoliosis, and kyphosis. Moreover, while most individuals with spina bifida have normal intelligence, specific cognitive and language difficulties are common (21).

While the recent advances in surgical treatment should have a major impact, it is important to note that even perfect surgical repairs would represent only a partial solution. Because NTC occurs so early in development (~3 weeks post-conception), an NTD will leave the delicate neural tissue, normally encased within bone, exposed and subjected to trauma in utero until the much later time point when surgical intervention might be applied. As such, substantial effort should be focused on understanding the mechanisms of NTC and the biological basis of NTDs, with an eye toward developing preventive strategies.

**Primary prevention of NTDs by folic acid**

NTDs stand out as one of few birth defects for which primary prevention strategies are available. Research spanning decades, including randomized and community-based trials demonstrate that maternal, periconceptional supplementation with FA alone, or multivitamins containing FA can reduce risk of NTDs in offspring (1, 22, 23). How FA acts to prevent NTDs is a major outstanding question, and the answer will be complex because folate is central to numerous cellular reactions. These include production of purines and thymidylate, the building blocks for DNA and RNA biosynthesis, and production of the universal methyl donor S-adenosyl-methionine (SAM), utilized in methylation of DNA, histones, proteins, and lipids. Therefore, deficits in FA metabolism could affect cell proliferation, cell survival, transcriptional regulation, or a host of other cellular reactions; defects in any of these processes could disrupt NTC. To bring insight into the mechanisms by which FA acts during NTC, studies have turned to animal models, in particular mouse NTD models, which are thought to be representative of human neurulation anatomically and molecularly and in which folate levels can be altered prior to or during pregnancy.
Curiously, even though targeted mutations have been made in numerous mouse genes required for FA metabolism or utilization, only three (Folr1, RFC, Mthfd1l) have overt NTD phenotypes (24–26). Even under conditions of folate deficiency, there is relatively little evidence of altered NTD incidence for mouse FA pathway mutations (27). Moreover little compelling association has been established between Folr1 or RFC and human NTDs and despite a long-standing focus on this pathway, only a few polymorphisms have been identified as possible risk factors for human NTDs, such as the 677C > T SNP in the MTHFR gene (11). Currently, in the folate-replete population in the US, the majority of human pregnancies are within the normal range of FA levels and recent studies found little association between NTD risk and maternal FA intake, perhaps suggesting that FA-sensitive NTDs have largely been prevented (28). Therefore, data to date suggest that deficits in the FA pathway likely represent only a modest fraction of NTD risk.

**Looking beyond the folate pathway to elucidate gene–environment interactions**

A lack of evidence between FA pathway mutants and NTD risk indicates the need for novel approaches to elucidate how FA impacts NTC. The large number of mouse NTD models with no apparent link to the FA pathway provide enormous potential to explore how genetics impact responsiveness to FA and to define mechanisms by which FA influences NTC. This potential has been only minimally realized, as only 23 of the >200 mouse NTD mutants have been tested for FA responsiveness (27, 29, 30). FA treatment has some preventive effect in 11 mouse NTD models and in a few cases this correlates with compromised FA utilization. Splotch<sup>2H</sup> (Pax3) and Mthfd2l mutants show a deficit in FA metabolism, but Cited2, Fkbp8, Fuz, and curly tail (Grhl3) mutants do not, indicating that disrupted FA metabolism is unlikely to be the full explanation for FA-mediated effects. The requirement for FA in DNA synthesis might be expected to impact cell proliferation or survival, but to date there is no evidence that these processes are normalized in FA-preventable mouse NTD models. We therefore currently have little that ties together NTD models that are FA-responsive or FA-resistant at a mechanistic level. Testing a much larger set of NTD models will expand this dataset and may reveal common pathways or targets and should lead to better predictions as to whether FA, or perhaps another treatment, would be most effective in preventing NTDs.

Contrary to expectations, in a few mouse NTD models FA treatment resulted in detrimental effects, including an increased risk for NTDs and embryo loss prior to the time of NTC (29, 30). Although it is largely assumed that FA prevents NTDs by correcting the embryological defect, these findings of early embryo loss are consistent with the possibility raised back in 1997 based on miscarriage risk that embryo loss may explain some of the decrease in human NTD occurrence upon FA supplementation (31). If these unexpected findings are relevant to human NTDs, it could suggest that, for certain mutations, FA may not be protective or even neutral in its action, although the consensus is that in humans, at a population-scale, FA has a preventive effect. Additional studies in animal models will be required to determine the basis for the observed detrimental effect and whether there are particular gene or pathway mutations that are more susceptible, either positively or negatively to FA effects.

**Possible epigenetic changes induced by FA**

A striking but understudied aspect of FA is the potential to cause epigenomic changes. Changes in SAM levels could impact DNA methylation and histone modification, both of which can influence gene transcription. Indeed, there is evidence that methyl donor-enriched diets can induce alterations in gene expression and long-term generational exposure can result in increasing variation in DNA methylation even in wildtype mice (32). Moreover, questions have been raised as to whether the increase in FA intake acting through the methylation cycle may predispose to allergic airway disease, although the current evidence
is conflicting (33–35). With respect to NTD risk, some mutant mice showed a beneficial response to increased FA over a single gestation period but a detrimental response over multiple generations (30). This contradictory response depending on the length of FA exposure highlights the difficulties in considering how best to model human exposure to FA as currently implemented. Moreover, it raises the important but little studied question of whether there may be unexpected effects of long-term FA fortification and supplementation in humans or potential effects due to increased levels of metabolized and unmetabolized FA.

The variation in NTD risk depending on the length of FA exposure (30) points toward the possibility of epigenetic changes. Consistent with this idea, mutations in genes that affect DNA methylation, histone modification (in particular acetylation) or chromatin remodeling result in NTDs in mice (4, 36, 37). Furthermore, the anti-epileptic drug valproic acid is a histone deacetylase inhibitor and it is a well-known risk factor for NTDs in humans (18). Interestingly, NTDs in mice bearing mutations in the histone acetyltransferases Gcn5 or Cited2 can be prevented with FA supplementation (38, 39). Epigenetic influence has also been suggested to help explain the predominance of cranial NTDs in females versus males. X chromosome inactivation is maintained by DNA methylation and hence there is more demand on the methylation cycle in female cells after every division relative to male cells (40). Epigenomic studies as outlined below should bring new insights into how FA may affect transcriptional programs during NTC.

In summary, we have a relatively poor understanding of FA action on NTC and little insight into why some genetic mutants respond, positively or negatively, to this environmental factor. As described below, efforts to understand the cellular mechanisms governing NTC in animal models are providing important new tools for NTD research. Investigation of FA action in a much larger set of mouse NTD models will help to reveal whether particular developmental processes or molecular pathways can be related in terms of FA responsiveness and to gain molecular insights into optimal interventions to prevent NTDs.

The cell biology of NTDs

One complication that has hindered our understanding of NTDs generally, and of FA action specifically, is the generally underappreciated complexity of NTC. While it can be described simply and succinctly as a sheet rolling up to form a tube, NTC is actually the sum of several autonomous and region-specific changes in cell behavior (3–6). For example, NTC begins not with rolling, but instead with a thickening of the neural ectoderm, only after which do the neural folds elevate and begin moving toward the midline. This medial movement of the folds is facilitated by bending of the epithelial sheet and by narrowing and lengthening of the neural tissue. In addition, some studies suggest that the epidermis generates a pushing force that aids the movement of neural folds towards the midline. Finally, a poorly defined process of epithelial fusion links the two neural folds into a sheet of epidermal cells covering the hollow neural tube.

Adding to this complexity is the discontinuity of the NTC process along the rostrocaudal axis. Rather than progressing continuously from one end or the other, NTC initiates at multiple sites along the axis and progresses rostrally and/or caudally from those sites. Interestingly, the cellular machines that drive the rolling up of the neural tube differ regionally along the length of the neural tube. This point is important in light of the heterogeneity observed in human NTDs (e.g., spina bifida vs. anencephaly), as studies in animals now make clear that these spatially restricted sub-types of NTD stem from regional differences in the underlying cell behaviors.

One example is the process of convergent extension, whereby cells interdigitate mediolaterally in order to elongate the tissue perpendicularly along the rostrocaudal axis.
(Fig. 3A). This process acts specifically in the hindbrain and spinal cord, and so disruption of genes governing convergent extension results in craniorachischisis (5, 14). In contrast, another cellular process called apical constriction converts columnar cells into wedge shaped cells, leading to localized bending of the neural epithelium and facilitating NTC (Fig 3B). Apical constriction is most important in the future brain and the caudal-most spinal cord, as disruption of genes controlling apical constriction is associated most strongly with anencephaly and caudally restricted spina bifida (5).

Finally, much of what is known about the dynamic events of vertebrate NTC comes from live imaging studies of amphibian and chick embryos (Fig. 2A)(41±44), but important advances have recently been made in dynamic imaging of NTC in the living mouse embryo (Fig. 2C, D)(45±47). The emerging ability to combine prolonged live imaging with the wealth of mouse genetic mutants will provide a deeper understanding of how morphogenesis is disrupted at a cellular, tissue, and spatio-temporal level and how this results in NTDs.

The genetics of NTDs in animal models

In parallel to the studies exposing the cell biological basis of NTC, other animal studies have led the way to identification of hundreds of genes as candidates for human genetic studies. In the mouse, over 200 genes are causative for NTDs (37, 48), and many others have been provided by studies in amphibians (5). Given the large number of genes associated with NTDs, it is unsurprising that the genes fall into diverse functional classes, ranging from predictable regulators of actin dynamics or cell adhesion to less predictable genes regulating electron transport and DNA damage repair (37, 48). Regrettably, most studies reporting NTDs in mutant animals were focused primarily on other biological questions, and so most remain only cursorily characterized. Nonetheless, some themes are emerging.

1. Discrete genetic modules govern closure in discrete regions of the CNS

NTDs in mutant mice fall into heterogeneous sub-types similar to those seen in humans. Interestingly, genes with common cell-biological functions tend to associate with the same sub-type. For example, disruption of genes encoding Shroom3, Abl, or Mena results in highly penetrant exencephaly and caudally-restricted spina bifida (49–51), and each of these genes has been implicated in the control of apical constriction (52–54). As described below, exencephaly also consistently results from disruption of any of a large number of genes associated with the assembly or function of cilia, while mutations in genes associated with the PCP signaling network associate with craniorachischisis (14). These linkages of genetic modules to particular NTD sub-types is important, as they suggest that more accurate and more specific diagnosis of human NTD sub-types will facilitate studies of how specific genetic polymorphisms confer NTD risk in humans.

2. Cilia and NTDs

One genetic module that is well defined and has emerged as a critical regulator of NTC is that governing ciliogenesis (55). Cilia are small microtubule-based cellular protrusions that are essential for cell–cell signaling (56), a discovery first made in the course of mouse genetic screens focused on neural tube morphogenesis (57, 58). Roughly two dozen genes associated with ciliogenesis have now been implicated in NTC in mice (55). The cell biological mechanism linking cilia to NTDs remains unclear, but there is evidence to suggest defects in apical constriction. First, like mutation of genes associated with apical constriction, mutation of cilia-related genes elicits exencephaly specifically (55). Second, cilia are crucial organelles for Hedgehog signal transduction (56), and Hedgehog signals have been linked directly to neural patterning and to bending of the neural epithelium, a process facilitated by apical constriction (59).
This work in animals has paralleled work in humans revealing a link between cilia and an array of human diseases, and this “ciliopathy” disease spectrum includes both severe and milder forms of NTDs (60–62). For example, the *fuz* gene is crucial for ciliogenesis and NTC in animal models (63, 64), and mutations in *fuz* have also been associated with human NTDs (65). Moreover, a number of genes associated with Meckel-Gruber syndrome in which occipital encephaloceles are frequently observed, are also known to compromise cilia formation (61, 62).

### 3. Planar cell polarity and NTDs

Another genetic module for which a link to NTDs is emerging is the PCP network, which was discovered in *Drosophila* and has now been shown to govern a wide array of polarized cell behaviors (66). Beginning with studies of the mouse mutant *loop-tail*, researchers have found that mutations in many PCP genes (*Fz, Dvl, Vangl,* or *Celsr*) lead to NTDs (14, 66, 67). In mice, most manipulations of PCP function result in craniarachischisis, and studies in frogs initially revealed that craniarachischisis was in fact a secondary phenotype stemming from an essential role for PCP genes in convergent extension (41, 68). In the absence of PCP function, cells fail to interdigitate mediolaterally, and the resulting—overly wide—neural tissue cannot roll closed (41, 68). Subsequent studies demonstrated the same mechanism in mice with craniarachischisis (69, 70). Importantly, human fetuses with craniarachischisis frequently display shortened and widened axes, consistent with a failure of convergent extension (71, 72). Taking cues from these animal studies, concerted efforts have now identified mutations in several PCP genes in patients with NTDs (14, 67).

While the association of PCP gene variants with human NTDs is exciting, these data also highlight the difficulty in predicting strong genotype/phenotype relationships in human or in animal models. The NTDs in patients with PCP gene mutations range from the expected craniarachischisis to open spina bifida and even to closed NTDs (14). This outcome likely reflects the hypomorphic nature of the particular PCP gene mutations in these patients, because strong homozygous mutation of PCP genes in mice often leads to craniarachischisis, whereas trans-heterozygosity for many of these mouse mutations results in other types of NTDs (14).

The growing abundance of genotype/phenotype data for genes with a shared biological function serves to demonstrate the importance of cilia-related genes and PCP genes in determining susceptibility to NTDs, and studies are now needed to determine the proportion of human NTDs accounted for by variation in these genetic modules and how these variants place embryos at risk of failed NTC. As the first of what is likely to be many such genetic modules to be discerned, these data provide a conceptual framework for gene identification.

### Future Directions

**Identification of NTD-associated mutations in humans**

A major advance in the past ten years has been the discovery in animal models of over 200 genes whose function is required for NTC, and many new NTD models continue to be discovered (37). This insight should now be translated into medical re-sequencing efforts in human NTD patients and the existing large cohorts of NTD patient DNA. Going forward it will be important to move beyond the analysis of single candidate genes to genome-wide sequencing efforts of large sets of patient samples in order to have the power to reveal significant associations and to begin to understand the multi-factorial nature of NTDs in humans. Polymorphisms and possible genetic interactions identified in human NTD cases can then be validated in animal models where both specific mutations as well as multiple genetic changes can be tested.
Epigenomic studies

Epigenetic mechanisms can underlie human disease, as is becoming evident for neurological diseases and cancer (73–75). Based on the findings that epigenetic regulators play key roles in mouse NTC and that such factors may be affected by FA (36, 38, 39), it is likely that genome-wide analyses will reveal epigenomic changes associated with NTDs. In animal models, advanced technologies can evaluate the transcriptional program of specific cell types and correlate this with changes in DNA methylation, histone marks, and higher-order chromatin states. These technologies can also be utilized in human tissues, with the caveat that transcriptional and epigenetic signatures may be vastly different between the available tissue (generally collected at the time of delivery or in infancy) and the early embryonic tissues that mediate NTC. Nonetheless, significant efforts have begun to define the DNA methylation and histone states in numerous control and diseased tissues from human patients, including some preliminary studies of DNA methylation from human NTD tissue (76). Future studies incorporating information on FA status should help to define potential FA-mediated changes, with a particular focus on the genes known to be necessary for NTC.

In the near future, animal models provide the clearest means to explore the convergence between genes and environmental factors at the level of the epigenome during the process of NTC.

Developing new therapies for FA-resistant NTD based on knowledge of molecular pathways

Clearly, not all NTDs are preventable with FA treatment in human or in animal models (28, 37, 48), underscoring the need to consider alternative therapies for FA non-responsive NTDs. Mouse NTD models provide a substantial but underutilized resource to develop alternative strategies based on biochemical and mechanistic information. For example, there is evidence for some preventive effect of inositol in curly tail (Grhl3) mutants; inositol deficiency increases NTD incidence in mice and rats, and mutations in genes associated with inositol metabolism and utilization can lead to NTDs in mice (4, 77). This evidence has led to a small PONTI Study (Prevention of NTDs by Inositol), in conjunction with FA for women with a previous NTD-affected pregnancy. Expansion of studies to additional micronutrients—for instance vitamin B12 or zinc, low levels of which appear associated with NTD risk in humans (78, 79)—carry the possibility of defining which genetic risk factors may be best targeted by therapies beyond FA. Human epidemiological studies have uncovered a number of risk factors and animal models provide a largely untapped resource for defining which gene mutations may be most susceptible to these environmental influences and the mechanistic basis for their interaction.

Stem cell alternatives to animal models

While animal models clearly serve as important tools, work with iPS cells now allows direct study of basic biological processes in cells derived from human patients. With the recent demonstration that complex 3-dimensional morphogenetic events can be recapitulated in vitro using stem cells (80, 81), it is now conceivable that NTC could also be modeled in this way. The promise of such an approach would be three-fold. First, it would allow for the first time direct, dynamic studies of neural morphogenesis in human cells. Second, by using cells derived from human NTD patients, this approach would allow direct comparison of normal and affected tissues as they engage in NTC; this should increase the efficacy of transcriptomic and epigenomic studies proposed above. Finally, a stem cell approach should provide more abundant material and a relatively fast time frame to analysis; such increased efficiency could provide a tractable platform with which to screen small molecules for therapeutic/preventive potential.
In conclusion, NTD etiologies remain undefined, NTD population risk remains stubbornly high, and the occurrence of NTDs translates to a great cost in terms of physical, emotional, and financial burden placed on the affected child and their families. The time is ripe for a burst of research in this area. New approaches can now overcome the technical barriers that have for decades made the search for causes, especially genetic causes, elusive. Important and rich human data sources have now become available such as the National Birth Defects Prevention Study, which has collected environmental and lifestyle data and DNA samples on thousands of women and their infants. Furthermore, the rapid advances being made in animal models are contributing significantly to understanding the genetic basis of human NTD and the intersection between genes and environmental factors. Increased attention to this problem is essential for the development of alternative therapies to help to prevent NTDs.
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Figure 1.
A. Successive images showing the time course of neural tube closure in a stylized vertebrate embryo (rostral = up). Initially, the CNS is a flat sheet; paired neural folds elevate along the rostrocaudal axis and move medially, eventually fusing to enclose the neural tube. B. Cross-sections illustrate closed (red) and open (green) regions of the neural tube. C. Region-specific neural tube defects.
Figure 2.
A. Still frames from a time lapse movie showing neural tube closure in an amphibian embryo (rostral = up).
B. Disruption of PCP signaling results in disrupted neural tube closure (red bracket).
C. Still frame from a movie of mouse neural tube closure; arrows indicate initial meeting of neural folds (47). c′. Neural tube closure has progressed in a later time point.
D. Genetically-inducible fluorescent reporters allow visualization of specific tissues (green), in this case the ectoderm that borders the neural tissue.
Figure 3.
A. Convergent extension cell behavior elongates a tissue (the cell sheet is viewed *en face*).
B. Apical constriction cell behavior transforms a columnar cell into a wedge shape. b′
Localized apical constriction bends cell sheets (viewed here in cross section).